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ćˮ˟ࠍ٘Ѣ࣑ҕ˟౮˝˗࣍˟ภ
ஏ˾༰ҡཏּ࣑ݰҕāѨв˟˟Чҡāᒕဨ
ҊĂᏗāߎ࣑ҕַಝઽă҂ā࣑
ҕ̜ྭ̘ټҕāᅭ૿ץҁយāѢϑܪĂϑ
نĂ˗͔̘โāॠॠ̈́៌ҊĂבבፐۡҊ
ِā˗Ս˗ՍЧїҡ̜ྭᔘชă
վඡਢط२තࠐᇿՕ୮ऄᒴΔࢬݺᝑऱ
ᠲਢψ֏ৄፖᆣৄωΖڂݺଚଶթᦫπ
ऄဎᆖρΔڇړإรԮτ֏ৄυΔࢬ
א༉ᜤუࠩຍᑌऱԫଡᠲΖ
τ֏ৄυਢπऄဎᆖρรԮΔՈ
ਢπऄဎᆖρऱรଡᤝΖࢬᘯ֏Δ༉ਢ
᧢֏Δൕྤ֏ڶΔՈױൕྤ֏ڶΔࢬא،ਢ
ৰլױ৸ᤜऱΖᤝխऱ֏ৄਢ۵ऱ壀ຏࢬ
᧢ࠐנऱΖչᏖ۵᧢ຍଡ֏ৄࡋΛ
ݺଚຟवሐᤩ૫؍ۋ۵ΔᆖመԿՕॳ
ቖચܖႧેଥ۩Δᣄ۩౨۩Δᣄඍ౨ඍΔଥ
ጟጟऱે۩ΔᆖመຍᏖ९ऱழၴΔটෳ壄ၞ
թ౨ګ۵Ζ࣠ڕฒسլ౨ቝᤩ૫؍ۋ۵ຍᑌ
ऱሐ֨ࠐଥ۩ऱᇩΔױ౨Զᆄଡॳቖચܖຟ
ᝫլ౨ګ۵ΔᝫڇᔚಱΖ
۵वሐຍଡ۵ሐ֜९ԱΔ࣠ڕ
ฒࠉسऄଥ۩Δ߷ฒسԫࡳᄎಯ᠏ΖڼڂΔ
۵༉شԫࠄֱঁऄΔה٣ຼװມඒᖄն
ֺଥᆣᘥऄΔᨃהଚᢞᜢፊଊऱॳᢅዧ
࣠ΙՈඒᖄԫࠄᕴֺለړऱฒسԼԲڂᒴ
ऄΔᨃהଚګ༉Աᒴᤚऱ࣠ۯΙྥ৵Ծඒဆ
៳ऄΔᨃࢬڶฒسᤉᥛٻ۵ሐᝬၞΖ
լጥਢᜢፊࢨਢᒴᤚΔԯ۟ဆ៳ຟբ
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Editorial note: Venerable Master Hua prepared a Pure Land, the City of Ten
Thousand Buddhas, for all cultivators; its tranquil surroundings provide
a natural, harmonious atmosphere for practicing the Buddhadharma.
However, the path of cultivation is not always easy; we have to take the
challenges along the way. If we have proper belief and proper views, singleminded focus, and self-reflection, and understand our inherent Buddha
nature, then we are one step closer to Buddhahood.
Tonight is Jin Fan’s turn to create affinities with everyone. Because we
are now listening to the chapter of the Analogy of the Transformation
City in the Dharma Flower Sutra, I thought of a related topic for
tonight’s talk: the Transformation City and the City of the Ten
Thousand Buddhas.
The Analogy of the Transformation City is the seventh chapter and
the fourth analogy of the Lotus Sutra. The meaning of ‘transformation’
is to transform, or create, something from nothing, and also to
transform something into nothingness; therefore, ‘Transformation’ is
quite inconceivable. The City in the analogy was thus transformed;
it manifested from the Buddha’s spiritual powers. Why would the
Buddha want to create such a city?
We all know that Shakyamuni Buddha cultivated for three great
asamkhyeya eons, practicing difficult deeds, renouncing that which is
not easy to renounce, and engaging in all sorts of austerities. Through
this incredibly long period of vigorous cultivation, he was able to
finally become a Buddha. If living beings cannot bring forth the kind
of commitment to cultivate that Shakyamuni Buddha did, then they
won’t be able to become Buddhas even after 80,000 asankhyeya eons
and will remain trapped in the cycle of birth and death.
The Buddha knew that this was too long of a path for us to traverse,
and if we attempted to, we would surely retreat. Consequently, when
he became enlightened, he first expediently taught the Dharma of
the Four Noble Truths to the five bhikshus, who realized Arhatship.
He also spoke the Dharma of the the Twelve Factors of Conditioned

ඳ೩ϣ Bodhi Field
ᆖ၌။ԿΔլ࠹ڽسᔚಱԱΖ܀ਢהଚຟ
ᝫ۰ৄ֏ڇ㠪૿Δຍଡ֏ৄਢګ۵መ࿓խ
ऱԫଡٖஒీΔਢ۵ऱԫଡ؏ֱঁΔլ
ਢటإऱߒຶ௳Ζ
ଶଶݺଚᦫՂԳᎅଥ۩ឰᅀ༪Ζ߷
ᅀ༪৻ᏖឰࡋΛ܃ॳᢅዧΔ٣ឰߠ༝৸
༝ΔߠΕ৸༝ឰԱթנԿऱΙဆ៳ޓၞԫ
ޡឰቺޥ༝Δ່৵ᝫధྤࣔ༝Δթᄎګ
۵Ζྥۖॳᢅዧਢԫଡ۞ԱዧΔ۞ނաऱ
ેԱԱΔ۞ա৫Ա۞աΔ܀ਢথլጥܑ
ԳΖ
ᎅኔᇩΔ࣠ڕຍࠄॳᢅዧຟګԱࡳࢤ
ᜢፊऱᇩΔ߷ਢৰױ൦ऱΜࡳࢤᜢፊΔ༉Ե
ᄰԱΔլࠐຍଡၴΔהՈլ৫֏ฒسԱΖ
܃ԫଡଥ۩ԳΔक़ຍᏖ९ऱழၴࠐଥ۩Δ
່ࠩ৵ګڶ༉ܓאױ墿ฒسԱΔױਢהլᣋ
რΔຍᑌৰڍฒس༉լ౨৫Ζ!
ڼڂ۵༉ڇऄဎᄎՂၲᦞ᧩ኔΔᎅᜢ
ፊΕᒴᤚ֗ဆ៳ຍԿଊऄΔຟਢԫጟᦞ
ऄΔֱঁऄۖբΔլਢኔऄΖࢬא۵ຍࠄ
ॳᢅዧಱ՛ٻՕΔ༉ਢլ٦۞ԱዧΔլ
ৄ֏ڇ㠪խሐ۞Δᚨᇠ࿇Օဆ༼֨Δ۞
הܓܓΔᤉᥛٻᣪࢬΰګ۵αছၞΖ
ݺڇଚڃመᙰࠐᆣৄΖࠐءՈ
ڶᆣৄΔຍᆣৄਢՂԳს༟Δ࿇ᣋᨃࢬڶ
ᣋრښఢऱԳࠩຍ㠪ࠐଥ۩ΔᖵጐՏ߬ᆄ
ેࢬ໌مऱΖݺଚՂԳऱԼԶՕᣋΔޢ
ଡՕᣋຟਢฒګس۵ΖՂԳޓൎᓳᎅΔࠩ
ᆄ۵ᆣৄऱԳΔԫࡳᄎګ۵Ζ
ױਢࠃኔՂΔڇ܃ᆣৄଥ۩ΔՈլᄎ
ڇᆣৄ༉ګ۵ΖࢬאψᆣৄωࠡኔՈਢଡ
ψ֏ৄωΔਢՂԳֱঁ৫֏ݺଚګ۵ऱመ࿓
խΔࢬ᧢ࠐנऱԫଡψ֏ৄωᒽԱΖ
չᏖࡋΛৰڍԳຟਢ٣ڇ։֭ሐଥ
۩Δྥ৵թवሐڶᆣৄΖהଚអຍ㠪ऱଥ
۩Δ༉ၞԫޡჺࠐ९۰Ζ߷ݺՈԫଡᤝ
ړԱΔ༉ቝՕऄᄎழΔڶৰڍᅹᒌੑΔ߷
ᏖڍऱᅹᒌΔݺଚᏁشৰڍऱֽΖԱઊ
ֽΔรԫڻΔ༉ᄎނᅹᒌ࣋ڇรԫදֽ㠪૿
ੑΔ࿑৵٦ࠩรԲදװੑΔྥ৵༉ԫ
ऴངመװΖ
א࣠ڕຍଡᤝࠐᇞᤩऱᇩΔৰڍԳڇ
ऄ᜔։֭ሐΔՈਢଶଶᖂ۵ऄΔړቝ

Origination to cross over those who had the potential to become
Pratyekabuddhas, and he spoke the Dharma of the Bodhisattvas so that
all living beings would progress towards Buddhahood.
Hearers, Those Enlightened to Conditions, and Bodhisattvas have
already transcended the three realms and no longer undergo birth and
death. However, they still live in the Transformed City, which is only a
rest stop on the road to becoming a Buddha; it is only one of the Buddha’s
expedient means. They have yet to completely realize nirvana.
Earlier, we heard Venerable Master Hua speak about cutting off
afflictions in cultivation. How do we do this? Take the Arhats, for
example. They must first cut off their afflictions of view and of thought.
Only when these delusions have been extinguished can they escape the
triple realm. Bodhisattvas must go even further and cut off afflictions as
many as dust motes and grains of sand, and then cut off the affliction
of ignorance before they can become Buddhas. Arhats are more selfish:
They only end their own suffering, and don’t care much about others.
To tell the truth, it’s really a shame if these Arhats become fixednature Arhats. A fixed-nature Arhat enters Nirvana without residue and
no longer has any interactions with samsara. He spent such a long time
cultivating and achieves the ability to help and benefit many living beings.
However, he is not willing to, and consequently, many living beings
cannot be saved. This is why the Buddha ‘opened up the provisional
to reveal the actual’ at the Dharma Flower Assembly, and explained
that the dharmas of the Three Vehicles (Shravakas, Pratyekabuddhas,
and Bodhisattvas) are all just expedient dharmas, not the true Dharma.
The Buddha wanted all the Arhats to leave the small vehicle behind and
study the Mahayana, which means he wanted them to not be selfish
Arhats who stay in the Transformation City just minding their own
business. He wanted them to bring forth the Bodhi resolve, benefit all
living beings, and continue to work towards becoming Buddhas.
Now, let’s take a look at the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas
(CTTB). Originally, there was no CTTB. This City is the result of
the Venerable Master’s great compassion and vows. He wanted to let
everyone who was willing to follow the rules have a place to cultivate.
Only through numerous hardships did this city come into being. Recall
Venerable Master’s 18 great vows, all geared to helping all beings to
become Buddhas. He emphasized that anyone who came here would
eventually become a Buddha.
However, this does not mean one will become a Buddha just by
being at CTTB. This place is actually just a Transformation City, only
an expedient method of the Venerable Master to cross us over.
Many people learn about CTTB only after they have cultivated at
other branch monasteries. They find that they like cultivating there, and
so they take the next step and move here to stay for a long time. Now,
it’s my turn to use an analogy. When we have a Dharma assembly, there
are always many dirty dishes to wash; with so many dishes, a lot of water
must be used. In order to conserve water, the dirty dishes are first placed
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ኙ۵ඒڶԫរԱᇞԱΔᅀ༪Ո֟ԫរԱΔ༉
ቝਢᅹᒌڇรԫදֽ㠪૿ੑԱԫរΖ൷
ထ༉࿇Օ֨Δݦඨ౨ജڶ९ଥ۩Δࢬא༉
ࠩᆣৄࠐԱΖױਢᆣৄᝫਢรԲදֽܴΜຍ
ଡֽ㠪૿ᝫਢᧂऱΔੑࠐੑװΔլױ౨ਢৰ
ऱΔᝫؘႊངࠩԫදֽ㠪װੑΖࢬא
ᎅᆣৄՈլਢԫଡߒຶΔᝫਢԫଡ֏ৄ
ۖբΖ!
༓ਢޢଡԳຟထᒑᡴࠩᆣৄࠐଥ
۩Ζࠐຍ㠪ऱؾऱΔ༉ਢ۞᧢ޏաऱ
ֻఐΔᨃ۞ա१ءᝫΔཛ۵ሐᝬၞΖڂ
ݺଚᝫڶঋऱᒑᡴΔࢬࠩאᆣৄࠐΔլ
ਢঅᢞ܃ऱଥ۩༉ԫࡳᄎפګΖڇຍ㠪אױ
ࠩΔࡺՓਢࠐࠐװװΔቝᑪֽऱΔৰ
ڍԳ࿇Օ֨ࠐԱΔ܀ਢՈৰݶԾಯ֨ߨԱΖ
נ୮ԳՈਢԫᑌΔឈྥ࿇ဆ༼֨נ୮ԱΔ܀
ਢಯ᠏ऱՈڶΔܑࠩऱሐՈڶΔᒽሐᝫঋ
ऱޓլشᎅԱΜ
۞ݺաऱტቮਢΔൕ3113ࠐאݹ࠹ڣΔ
༉ԫऴీڇรԫඈࢨรԲඈΔչᏖຍᑌ
ࡋΛছ૿ຍࠄբᆖנ୮ֺለՆऱԳװୌ㠪Ա
ࡋΛຍ༉ਢംᠲΜࢬڇאᆣৄΔࠀլਢࠐ܃
נ୮Δة༉ਢנ୮ԳΙࠐ܃ᆠՠΔ༉ة
ԫଡৰ࿇֨ऱࡺՓΖլਢऱΜՂԳམᝑ
መΔᆣৄਢޥխᑢ८Ζຍ㠪ڶৰ᧭ەڍΔڕ
࣠܃ਢట८༉լࢢੋ־ΜࡖچػᎅΔڇᆣ
ৄΔݺऱტᤚਢΔڇຍ㠪ऱژਢլ
ऱΔ౨ജఎՀࠐऱԳਢৰ࿕ڶᣄऱΜ
ৰڍԳຟᎅᆄ۵ᆣৄਢᄕᑗΔࠡኔ
ຍਢᇿ؆૿ऱઌለۖբΖڍړԳᨬᑜ
ᆣৄऱ֞າΔ܀ਢ֞າऱՕঁথᨃৰڍԳس
ᅀ༪Δࠩ፹ທᧂ႖Δլ՛֨༉ᔐࠩԱψچ
ሼωΖڶழၴΔڂཷመฐԱΔլբ
ᝫ߄ނଚࠩுႼس࣋װΖݺམᘣณࠩ
֞າسנނլՆऱ՛຺ΔԫՑ༉ܟՀװΔױ
ߠ߄ࡉભᣝऱ؆।ਢլઌեऱΖ֘ᨠᄕᑗ
ऱ֞າࡉנႁଃΔຟڇዝᎅݎऄΔࡉᆣৄ
ਢኲྥլٵऱΖ
܃ᆣৄऱሐሁΔՏᒈ֞ۍΔ܅
܅Δլ՛֨ױ౨༉ᄎኵଙΙ܀ਢᄕᑗਢ
႓८چΔԮᣪ๗ᣤΖᆣৄڰඡᄵຍᏖ
ՕΔԾܐԾᑷΔނৰڍԳᚕၒԱΙױਢᄕ
ᑗΔਢլܐլᑷऱΔՕ୮ᚲధᙰञထ
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into a basin of water to be cleaned. After grease has been cleaned off,
they are washed again in a second basin to further clean them, and the
process continues for however many basins are being used.
People at branch monasteries and other wayplaces are perhaps just
starting to learn the Buddhadharma. They are just starting to understand
a bit of it, and to lessen their afflictions. This is just like passing through
the first basin and being cleaned of superficial grime. Following that is to
bring forth a great mind of wanting long-term cultivation, and coming
to CTTB. However, CTTB is just the second basin of water! It is dirty
inside the basin, and no matter how you wash, you still won’t completely
clean off all the filth; you still need to go to the next basin. So, our city is
not the final destination; it is only a Transformation City and we have yet
to reach the ultimate goal.
Almost everyone brings with them to CTTB their greed, hatred,
and ignorance. The goal of coming to this place is to change our bad
habits and problems, and advance on the Buddha path. It is because
we still have our worldly burdens of greed, hatred, and ignorance that
we have come to CTTB; it isn’t guaranteed that our cultivation will
be successful. You can see that many laypeople come and go, like the
oceantide. Many people are very determined to come here, yet before
long their resolve fades and they leave. It’s the same with monastics.
Although they brought forth the Bodhi resolve and left home, some
retreat, leave to different wayplaces, or even return to laylife.
I am a bit saddened by the fact that, ever since my full ordination
in 2002, I have always been standing in the first or second row in the
Buddha hall. How did this happen? Where have all the elder monks
who stand in the front gone? This is a problem. So, at CTTB, just
because you are a monastic doesn’t necessarily mean you’ll always be
one; just because you come and do work for the City doesn’t mean
you’ll always be such a resolved layperson, not at all! The Master once
said, this city is like a furnace. There are many tests here. If you’re pure
gold, then you needn’t be afraid of the fires! To put it bluntly, in my
opinion, the chances of survival here aren’t very high. To be able to be
one of the few that are able to remain here is very hard, indeed.
Many people say that CTTB is like the Land of Ultimate Bliss.
Well, it is like the Land of Ultimate Bliss, but only compared to the
outside world. Many visitors are awed by the peacocks here, but anyone
who’s lived here knows better. The peacocks defecate all over the place,
resulting in the extreme displeasure of many an unwary walker. One
time, we even had to release them at the walnut ranch because the
grounds were so overpopulated by them. I once saw, with my own eyes,
a peacock devour a newborn chick in one bite. Perhaps the deceptively
beautiful feathers they present aren’t accurate renditions of their true
nature. Peacocks in the Land of Ultimate Bliss, on the other hand, sing
forth wondrous sounds that proclaim the wonderful Dharma.
Take a look at the roads here at CTTB. Cracked and uneven, pocked
and broken; if you’re not careful, it’s very easy to fall. In the Land of
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װΜ٦ݺଚڇڇਈπᆄ۵ᣪᣭρΔޢ
֚ؓ݁ਈնۍ༇۵Δࠎ塄նۍ༇۵Δբജ߬
ેԱΙױਢࠩᄕᑗΔԫଡڰՂ༉ࡌሏԼ
ᆄᏙ۵ՒΔ༉ࠎאױ塄ֱהԼᆄᏙ۵ΔຍᏖ
ݶΜࢬאΔ৻ᏖֺΛ
ຍᏖᎅΔᆣৄ༉ԫྤਢႯΛլਢऱΜ
ᆣৄਢԫଡټऱֱچΕಝᒭऱֱچΔᨃ
ݺଚۖڂ౨ޓႉװچܓᄕᑗଥ۩ऱᔏᆬ
فᒽԱΜ
ڰՂݺଚڇਈᣭऱழଢΔ߷ࠄ۵ऱ
Δᝫڶ۵ᇆຟਢৰ९ৰ९ऱΔਈݺݙຟݱ
ԱΔߠױԼֱ۵ഏՒऱ۵ᇿݺଚਢຍᏖ
૽سΜݺڼڂუᓮംՕ୮Δୌԫଡݺଚ
ਢ່ᑵ൜ऱΛୌଡΛΰڶԳڃΚᄕ
ᑗΜ*߷չᏖࡋװڶΛչᏖఎ
ڇଢ଼ധࡋΛࠡኔݺଚ່ᑵ൜ऱਢଢ଼ധ
Μࢬݺאଚࠐຍ㠪ΔլشԳ୮ඒΔڻޢຟ
۞೯ࠐڃΖ
ઊോՕஃ༉ԱԫଡᤝᎅΔ࣠ڕԫᙰ
ׄߨڇԫය߄ৰᑵ൜ऱሁΔڶࠌܛᕏׄ߫
ऱԳΔ߄ՈवሐߨࠩୌװΔࠩڃୌ㠪Ζຍᙰ
ׄΔਢֺݺଚऱ֨ΙຍৰᑵऱሁΔֺऱ
ਢଢ଼ധΖݺଚऱ֨ኙଢ଼ധ֜ചထΕ
֜ᑵ൜ԱΔࢬא༉ԫऴڇԿ㠪ᙰנᙰΔ
ࣩ࠹ڽسᔚಱΖ
ߨ࣠ڕৰ૽سऱሁΔ༉ቝֱ۫װᄕᑗ
ΔൕࠐຟװڶመΔ߷৻ᏖࡋװΛՕஃ
༉ඒݺଚᎅΔᚨᇠ۞ڶաऱᣋԺΫΫ࿇ᣋ
ֱ۫سᄕᑗΖڂຍଡᣋ༉ਢᕏׄ߫
ऱԳΔڶຍଡԳᕏထׄ߫Δ߷ᙰׄ༉वሐ
ୌଡֱߨٻԱΖ
ଶଶᝑऱॳᢅዧΔהଚৄ֏ڇਢৰڜ
٤ऱΔڂהଚլᄎᏽᆵΔլᄎ٦ࠩԿᔚ
ಱΔਢ࣠ڕ፷ߩլছΔ༉լ౨ګ۵ۖբΖ
ױਢڇᆣৄਢլঅᙠऱΜຍᔘڇຍ㠪ΔՀ
ᔘԾլᖠၒװୌ㠪ԱΛքሐ㠪ᙰլवሐ
ԾڇୌԫሐΛݺଚຟਢړլ୲࣐թࠩᆣৄΔ
༉ڶԫጟᤚᙌΚψᆣৄωਢԫଡψ֏
ৄωΔ،ਢݺڇଚଥ۩መ࿓խΔᨃݺଚ٦
ছ༼ࣙऱ᠏ሎీΔᨃݺଚࠩԫଡڜޓ٤Δ
ݙ٤ڶۆΔԾאױঅᢞݺଚګ۵ऱ
Δຍᑌऱଥ۩թਢֱ່ঁՈਢ່ᅝऱΖ
ቃఴՕ୮Հڇڻᄕᑗਈπᆄ۵ᣪᣭρΜ

Ultimate Bliss, however, the ground is yellow gold and adorned with
the seven jewels. There is such a drastic difference in the temperature
here during the day and night, and it has caused many people to pack
up and leave. In the Land of Ultimate Bliss, it is neither hot nor cold,
and people scramble head over heels to get in! Then, look at our “Ten
Thousand Buddhas Jeweled Repentance” that we have been doing.
Everyday, we bow and make offerings to 500 Buddhas, and it is already
very difficult for us. In the Land of Ultimate Bliss, it only takes one
morning to make offerings to a trillion Buddhas! So, how can these two
places be compared?
Well, does that mean there is nothing good about the City of Ten
Thousand Buddhas? Of course not! CTTB is just a registration center,
a training place for the Land of Ultimate Bliss. It’s just a stepping stone
to cultivating in the Land of Ultimate Bliss!
In the repentance text that we bow to in the morning, the names
of the Buddhas and their worlds are very long; once we finish bowing
to them, we forget them right away. It looks like we’re quite unfamiliar
with the Buddhalands of the ten directions! And so, I ask all of you,
which world are you most familiar with? [Someone says: “The Land of
Ultimate Bliss, of course!”] Well, if you’re so familiar with it, then why
don’t you go there? Why are you still in the Saha World? So, in reality,
the world that we are most familiar with is this Saha World. That is why
we keep returning here, without anyone having to tell us.
Great Master Xing An gave an analogy. If an ox walks down a familiar
path, it knows where to go without a person directing the oxcart. This
ox is just like us, and the familiar path is just like the Saha World. We’re
too intimate, too familiar with the Saha World, and that is why we keep
revolving in the cycle of birth and death in the Triple Realm.
Trying to get to the Land of Ultimate Bliss is like walking down
an unfamiliar path. You’ve never been there before, so how will you get
there? The Great Master teaches us to use the power of vows, to make
vows to be reborn in the Land of Ultimate Bliss. This vow is just like
an ox driver; with a person directing him, the ox will know the right
direction to go.
Remember the Arhat we were just talking about? He is very safe
in the Transformation City, because he will not fall into lower paths of
existence and never again undergo the cycle of birth and death; it’s just
that if he doesn’t keep progressing, he can’t become a Buddha either.
However, at CTTB, there’s no such insurance! You might be here this
life, but who knows where you’ll be in your next life? Who knows
which of the six paths you’ll end up in? Being able to come here isn’t an
easy task, and so we must realize, CTTB is just a Transformation City,
it’s only a dharma-door in our cultivation. It’s just a stop on the way
up, just a helping hand to a pure and safe place that can let us become
Buddhas. Cultivating in this way is the most expedient and effective.
I hope that next time, we will be bowing the Ten Thousand Buddhas
Repentance together in the Land of Ultimate Bliss.
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